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XcelTek Waterfowl Blinds are engineered for easy any location setup in mind. Once setup they will provide years of 
comfort, convenience, functionality, and concealment. 
 
XcelTek Waterfowl Blinds include patent pending front and rear fly-aways that feature stand and shoot as well as sit and 
shoot functionality without having to deploy the rear fly-away. Front and rear storage shelves to keep your gear out of 
the mud, weeds, water and are accessible from inside the blind. Dog door locations that allow steady retrievers clear 
line of sight to mark and retrieve birds.  Front shelf gun notches to keep your guns secure during lulls in the action. 
Under seat blind bag, decoy bag, and gun case storage keeps blind congestion to a minimum during hunts. Dual entry 
self-closing doors provide maximum concealment for you, your clients, your friends, and your retriever. Doors also 
ensure containment for unsteady retrievers. They stay safely confined until the time is right for them to be released. 24” 
adjustable legs allow leveling and height adjustments to keep everyone comfortable and their gear out of the mud and 
water. Ground Skids allow for easy blind relocation if water conditions are not consistent. Hot dipped galvanized 
construction and hardware are provided to endure the harshest environments. 
 
The most effective way to increase your waterfowl success is to improve your blinds comfort, functionality and 
concealment. XcelTek blinds provide comfort that will allow you to put in the seat time necessary to fill limits. They 
provide hunter proven functionality with front and rear fly-aways to ensure you remain concealed until time to take the 
optimal shot. XcelTeck Waterfowl Blinds provide the ultimate canvas for brushing in to ensure birds do not flair before 
they are in range. When combined, the features of XcelTek Waterfowl Blinds will provide you years of reliable service. 
 
XcelTek Waterfowl Blinds are available in 8’, 12’, and 16’ lengths. You can choose a Deluxe Blind that includes all options 
except the doghouse or the Standard Blind and add the optional accessories kits that fit your specific requirements. 
 

 
 

Shown with optional Skid Kit with extended skids and Dog House Platform, 24” adjustable Leg Kit, Rear Shelf Kit, Front 
and Rear Fly-Away Kit, Door Kit, and Dog House Kit. 

 
 


